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Create the Customer, Farm, and Field in the 
Profile Tree.  Begin by right clicking on your 
account name in the tree and selecting Add 
customers.  Repeat this step to add farms      
and fields      .  

PROFILE TREE

Once a field name is created in the profile 
tree, left click on the field       and holding 
the mouse button proceed by  dragging the 
field into the Map Table.  

DRAG & DROP

Select       , then click on       , from the 
dropdown menu choose      .   Left click on 
field to select boundary.  Then highlight field 
name in table.  Save by  clicking      , then      .  
To remove fields from view, click Remove All 
under Map Table. 

BOUNDARY

GoTo
Click       and search for the field, by selecting 
lat/lon, address or PLSS.  Manually zoom by 
choosing       and double click on map.  
Holding shift while left clicking and dragging              
will zoom in on an area.

Enter the Order Status by selecting Plan, 
Booked, or Released.  Then, select App 
Method, Crop, Applicator,  Tgt Growth Stage, 
and Order Notes.  Orders must be in Released 
status before Applicators can process them.

ORDER DETAILS

CREATE ORDER
Click on the Create Order tab.
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Select the products. First select the retail/applicator to populate the 
chemical listing. Then, Select the Product Type, Product, Rate, and Pest. 
Click Add Product and repeat step 8 until all products have been 
selected. Click Save at the top of the window to save the order. 

PRODUCT DETAILS

Plans are created for planning upcoming season.   
Booked status can be used to alert the Applicator of 
upcoming orders.  Released status  ‘releases’  the 
order to the Applicator.  

ORDER STATUS

8

7 BOUNDARY SELECTION
Add fields to the order by left clicking on field in the Profile Tree 
and holding the mouse button, proceed by dragging the field to 
the Boundary Selection table.   
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